sharing the world’s
most delicious heritage

SHORT SYNOPSIS
Grandmas Project is a collaborative web-series inviting
young filmmakers around the world to do a film (8min)
about their own grandmother, using the transmission of
a beloved recipe to explore their relationship and their
family’s heritage.
The films and recipes (30 for season 1) are released on our
website www.grandmasproject.org. People at large are
also invited to share photos and memories
of their grandmas, thus constituting a global collection
of grandmothers’ stories and recipes.
In January 2016 Grandmas Project received UNESCO’s
patronage for its work «raising awareness among the
general public to the intangible cultural heritage through
digital means».
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LONG SYNOPSIS
“Hi Nano, can I come over to film you making the molokheya?”
“Sure honey. Do you want to stay for lunch?”
“With pleasure.”
“What do you want to eat? Liver? Fish? It’s all fresh, I just bought it at
the market this morning.”
“Liver is fine. With salad.”
“Liver with salad. I’ll also do a zucchini gratin. Your wife loves it, I’ll
make you a doggy bag.”
Almost everything I know about my family’s history (Egyptian
Jews on my dad’s side, Polish Jews on my mom’s) was recorded as
I filmed my grandmas cooking. Their love, anxieties, character ... I
captured it all during the delightful moments I spent with them in
their kitchen.
10 years ago I wanted to do a feature documentary about the
two of them, recreating the dialogue that their diverse origins have
created within me, a grandchild of migrants from all parts of the
Mediterranean.
But my Polish grandma passed away while I was living in New
York (I grew up and live in Paris). As I turned 30 and my Egyptian
grandma turned 80, I realized I could trigger this global dialogue on
food and history by inviting other filmmakers to do films about their
own grandmas’ recipes – and everything they encapsulate.
Grandmas Project is a 21st century project (collaborative,
interactive and transmedia) celebrating one of the most ancestral
and universal act of transmission: the teaching of family recipes from
one generation to another.
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SELECTED FILMMAKERS WILL FOLLOW
THE SAME THREE RULES

We’re launching an international call for filmmakers to gather
the best and most diverse collection of films and recipes. A special
focus will be placed on countries where food and cinema are
quintessential parts of the local culture: France, Japan, Italy, Brazil,
USA, India ... But we know there are also amazing food & culture
stories in Australia, Israel/Palestine, Colombia... It’s endless!

1 - FILMING THEIR OWN GRANDMA
This is the signature of Grandmas Project. Having filmmakers
do films on their own grandmas invites us – as spectators – in
the intimacy of these families, in the warmth of these kitchens
all around the world. It opens up to very personal tales about the
great transformations of the 20th century, whether it is migrations,
wars, feminism or more private situations. We feel as if all of these
grandmas become our grandmas.
2 - DEMONSTRATING ONE RECIPE
Each film revolves around the making of one recipe. Not only
is this yummy and narratively efficient (it has a beginning and end).
It is also one of the most natural and universal way we address our
grandmas and learn about our history. The recipe is the doorway to
the story and vice versa. This also provides an amazing way to reach
out to a global audience of people looking for authentic recipes.
3 - IN A 8 MINUTE FILM
Grandmas Project has always been imagined for a web/
mobile/tablet use. 8 minutes is long enough to create a rich narrative
experience and short enough to be watched on a subway ride.
Along side each film, filmmakers will provide a written version of the
recipe, video and photo bonuses.
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Everything else (style, tone, format) will be left for each
filmmaker to decide. Our dream is to receive proposals for an
animation film, a black and white piece, a comedy, a cranky
grandma, etc.

Knedle

GRANDMA: Dragica
GRANDDAUGHTER: Iva

Last but not least, we want grandmasproject.org to
be available for free globally. Our philosophy is that these
grandmothers’ recipes – and all the stories they encapsulate – are
a world heritage that belongs to all of us. In an era of constant
migration and cultural exchanges – but also of wars and clashes of
civilizations – we believe this is a strong and important message that
the millennial generation should be carrying.

Croatia
30 mn

INGREDIENTS:
potatoes
flour
baking powder
olive oil
salt
plums
apricots
bread crumbs
butter
sugar

WATCH THE PILOTS
Molokheya, a recipe by Nano, a film by Jonas Pariente:
https://vimeo.com/110231073
Knedle, a recipe by Dragica, a film by Iva Radivojevic:
https://vimeo.com/132795165 (mdp= grandmas)
Mehchi, a recipe by Rosa, a film by Mathias Mangin:
https://vimeo.com/132810562

1. Boil and then mash the potatoes, take the mixture, add flour, baking
powder, salt and olive oil. Massage thoroughly into a solid mass.
Take a handful roll in a ball, in the middle add apricot/plum and roll
into a firm ball. Repeat until the mixture is done.
Add all balls to boiling water to cook for 10min.

2. In the meantime, melt butter in a pan, add bread crumbs and
fry until golden.

3. Warm up a pan in the oven and place all the balls in a
pan once they are finished cooking. Take the bread crumb mixture
and season each ball, like gravy. This is to be repeated once
the Kendla is cut open and served, then add sugar on top and eat.

Lait de poule, a recipe by Mamie Yoda, a film by Irvin Anneix:
https://vimeo.com/140759362
Here are the tags submitted by Iva for her film:
#breadcrumbs #alone #dedication #tolerance #death #marriage
#mother #sibling #sister #family #face #camera #airplane
#religion #three #1992 #1980 #croatia #cyprus #travel #career
#film #june #may #emigration #immagration #migration #war
#yugoslavia #serbian #english #greek
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CALENDAR

2016
April - July

Call for filmmakers

July - August

Jury selects 30 films/
recipes of Season 1

September - December

Production of the 30 films

January

Post-production

March

Public launch

March

Audience development
+ Preparation of Season 2
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A CROWD-SOURCED PROJECT
CALL FOR FILMMAKERS
One of Grandmas Project’s
purpose is to create a vibrant
community of filmmakers and
storytelling artists engaged in
inter-generational transmission.
With the help of film schools,
film festivals, partners like
Vimeo and the media - as well
as our own digital effort through
social networks - we want to
reach out to as many talents as
possible.
The three main selection criteria
will be:
- the geographical diversity of
the films/recipes
- the experience and talent of the
artists (based on their previous
work and a written proposal)
- gender parity
We also want to invite at least
one famous filmmaker per
season (see our “wish list” below)

BOOK
An obvious output for Grandmas Project will be a beautiful book
encapsulating the authenticity of the collected recipes as well as the
strong storytelling behind each filmmaker’s contribution

CONTRIBUTIONS
BY NON-FILMMAKERS
(WEBSITE AND APP)
Non-filmmakers are also invited
to share stories and recipes
of their own grandmother. An
effortless contribution tool
on our website lets the visitor
upload a photo of his or her
grandma along with a short
text (1500 characters). At a
latter stage we want to launch
a smartphone app that would
guide the user through several
steps to easily share information,
videos and photos of a grandma
and her recipe(s).
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MORE DEVELOPMENTS
PARTNERSHIP WITH FILM SCHOOLS

EVENTS

Beside our international Call for Filmmakers, we are planning
on developing several partnerships with film schools on all
continents.

In September 2015 we launched a series of events called “Bring
Your Own Grandma!”.
The two first editions took place in some of Paris most respected
cultural institutions: Palais de Tokyo and Le 104.

Grandmas Project provides a hands-on framework for
participating faculty, especially those teaching documentary classes.
In return we will review and potentially select films from more
emerging filmmakers.

Once the Call for Filmmakers has launched we want to team up
with more cultural venues and private organizations to set up more
eventsblending film screenings, grandmas cooking and festive
features.

These partnerships would also be very munch in line with the
project philosophy, encouraging young artists to collect and share
their elders’ heritage.
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TEAM

Emma Luchini
Based in Paris, grandma from Denmark
Director of “La femme de Rio” (short film, won French
Oscar for Best Short Film)
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2131278

Creator = Jonas Pariente jonas@grandmasproject.org
Production = Chaï Chaï Films http://www.chaichaifilms.com/
Outreach & Partnerships = Sarah Sadki sarah@grandmasproject.org
Artistic Direction and Graphic Design = H5 http://h5.fr/
Web Design = Neuvième Page http://neuviemepage.com/

Mathias Mangin
Based in São Paulo, grandma from Lebanon
Director of “Next year in Bombay” (documentary,
international premiere at Palm Springs Intl’ Film Festival)
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3804988/

FILMMAKERS

Irvin Anneix
Based in Paris, grandma from France
Director of “Photo de classe” (webdocumentary, won
Best Web Project at Montreux Festival)
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/irvin-anneix/67/a93/3a0

		
Jonas Pariente
Based in Paris, grandma from Egypt
Director of “Next year in Bombay” (documentary,
international premiere at Palm Springs Intl’ Film Festival)
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3803563

+ Our filmmakers “Wish list”
Gia Coppola (USA), Benh Zeitlin (USA), Anurag Kyashap
(India), Gael Garcia Bernal (Mexico), Xavier Dolan
(Canada)...

Iva Radivojevic
Based in Brooklyn, grandma from Croatia
Director of “Evaporating Borders” (documentary,
official selection of SXSW, Hot Docs, Intl’ Film Festival
Rotterdam, ...)
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3587698
Mona Achache
Based in Paris, grandma from Austria
Director of “The Hedgehog” (feature film, won Best Film
at Seattle Intl’ Film Festival)
http://www.imdb.com/name/nm2130235
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AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS

PRESS COVERAGE

In 2013 Grandmas Project was selected for the pitch sessions
at Sheffield Doc/Fest and Dok Leipzig.

“An idea both endearing and appealing!”
HuffingtonPost (France)

In June 2014 Grandmas Project won the Soft Spot Award
(under the name “Share your grandma”) at Sunny Side of the Doc.

“Grandmas Project preserves a piece of our history, one signature
family recipe at a time.”
Global News (Canada)

In May 2015 Grandmas Project completed a successful
Kickstarter campaign, raising $21,250 from 274 backers living in
more than 15 different countries.

“ It is not only spices and olive oil but memory and transmission”
LeMonde.fr (France)

In January 2016 Grandmas Project has received UNESCO’s
patronage for its work “raising awareness among the general public
to the intangible cultural heritage through digital means”.

“ What’s trending right now is to participate to Grandmas Project”
Le Grand Journal, Canal + (France)
“ It’s very engaging and very moving”
Globo (Brazil)

CONTACT INFO
Jonas Pariente – Author/Producer
jonas@chaichaifilms.com
+33 6 98 85 25 49
www.chaichaifilms.com
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Click here to discover
Grandmas Project
on the social networks :

Click here to discover
Grandmas Project
on the social networks:
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